One of the possible models of the Human Visual System (HVS) in the computer vision literature has a high resolution fovea and exponentially decreasing resolution periphery. The high resolution fovea is used to extract necessary information in order to solve a vision task and the periphery may be used to detect motion. To obtain the desired information, the fovea is guided by the contents of the scene and other knowledge to position the fovea over areas of interest. These eye movements are called saccades and corrective saccades.
INTRODUCTION
The shift of paradigm from passive vision to active vision has advanced research into computer vision. At a major meeting in 1991,17 active vision researchers outlined possible future directions for different areas in active vision. One of the areas is the use of a space variant sensor in fovea! sensing. Investigation into the log polar coordinate system has been proposed as it is expected to be more suitable for a space variant system than the conventional x-y coordinate system and zooming. Studies into the physiology of the Human Visual System (HVS) shows that the human retina has uniform high resolution on the fovea and non-uniform low resolution in the periphery.'6 The space variance structure of the complex logarithmic mapping has been shown to be similar to the human retina.'4'15"3'16 However, the human fovea is of very high resolution.
Spatially variant sensors have been implemented in software, hardware or both.3"2"6 In solving a vision task, a spatially variant system wifi allocate limited resources to a selected portion of the image. This portion is termed the fovea and usually has uniform high resolution. The other portion is called the periphery and has a non-uniform low resolution. Peripheral viewing is not intended to solve a vision task but only intended to help solve a vision task. For example, a tracking system will detect a moving object in the periphery and then relocate this object onto the fovea in order to keep tracking the object while it moves. This process of locating the fovea onto regions of interest in order to solve a vision task is termed foveation.
The performance of a space variant active vision system is mainly dependent on resolution and field of view. The wider the field of view means the image contains a larger portion of the scene. The higher resolution of the image means more information is contained in the image. A high performance system will have a high resolution and wide angle field of view. It is difficult to achieve both for a uniform resolution vision system implemented in x-y coordinates since these systems often zoom in for a high resolution foveal view.4 A disadvantage of these systems is the need to zoom which requires more mechanical operations. Also, zooming results in a small viewing angle. In other words, space variant systems implemented in x-y coordinates are able to produce either high resolution or a wide angle field of view in an image but not both. However, spatially variant sensors implemented in log polar space are able to provide high resolution fovea and maintain a wide angle field of view. This is because a log polar image is invariant in space. The advantages outlined above have lead us to simulate a space variant active vision system in log polar space to research the processes of saccade, corrective saccade, and tracking.
Saccade involves movement from one foveation point to another foveation point, and corrective saccade is used to iteratively correct the inaccurate foveation during the saccade and to stabilise the image on the fovea. The importance of foveation is that it can simplify some of the active vision applications such as surveillance, object recognition and tracking. In a previous paper,9 we demonstrate that foveation, feature invariance and multi-resolution can simplify feature recognition. In this paper, we will apply the open loop foveation to saccadic eye movement and a tracking system. The overall objectives of this paper are:
1 . To investigate mechanisms for moving from the current foveation point to the next foveation point i.e. a mean of human saccadic eye movements.
2. Apply the foveation method to develop a tracking system to actively track a moving object from frame to frame continuously.
In our foveation algorithm, spatially variant sensors are used as follows: we use the peripheral field of view to indicate potential features of interest which are then foveated on. A simple method is used to detect a feature in the periphery. For example, a feature that is closest to the current camera position can be chosen as the initial foveation point. Every feature that has been foveated will be recorded so that they will not be considered in subsequent foveation.
We have generated a simulated tracking system that uses the open loop stage developed in our foveation algorithm. The tracking system tracks a moving object from frame to frame in an indoor scene. The object is tracked by considering the distance of the object with respect to the current foveation point or camera position.
PREVIOUS WORK ON SPACE VARIANT SENSING
Research into the physiology of the human eye has been carried out.57'14"5 In term of hardware implementation, basically there are two types of CLM hardware being investigated by several groups. Spiegel e1 al'6 have developed a VLSI space variant Charge Coupled Device (CCD) visual sensor based on conventional log polar mapping. Schwartz introduced a small real constant a into the log polar map and hence used the log polar mapping form of ln(r + c).3"2 This is done by removing several of the centre strips in the log polar map. They claim that a visual sensor implemented based on the addition of a small real constant is able to remove the singularity problem (i.e. infinite resolution) at the origin of the coordinate system, but introduces a discontinuity problem which makes image processing tasks such as convolution difficult.3"2
In term of software implementation, Jam e2 aP used CLM to calculate the depth of a static object from a moving camera using multiple frames. Hilsenrath and Zeevi8 used a 2D 'wire pattern' to represent a 3D cuboid scene for scene understanding through the use of a cognitive graph and CLM. Messner and Szu" used CLM for real time scale and rotation invariant pattern recognition. Wechsler and Zimmerman'8 combined CLM with a distributed associative memory to create a system to recognize 2D objects independent of the objects' orientation and scale. Weiman'9 and Abbott and Messner' used CLM for data reduction. Weiman and Juday2° used CLM to track space vehicles. Massone e a110 used template matching to recognize 2D shapes in which CLM has advantages over template matching in cartesian coordinates in that the scale and orientation of the object is normalised. This work is further reviewed by Wilson and Hodgson2' and revised algorithms have been developed for 2D pattern representation and recognition.
THE SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
In the experiments, the 3D world consists of a camera which can be rotated, translated and zoomed. and the objects of interest are modelled using CSG primitives. A mapping transform is used to generate log polar images of the scene by casting rays at high density at the fovea and low density at the periphery instead of using a rectangular raster and then resampling. Figure 1 shows the generation of an image with respect to the 3D space using raytracing. The from point specifies the current camera position and the to point is in the actual scene. The viewing angle (8, and 8) specify the width of the field of view. Hence, the width of the field of view can be increased/decreased by adjusting the viewing angle. 
SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
The open ioop stage developed in9 is used to align a foveation point or feature with the optical axis of the camera. There are two situations when the open ioop stage is used:
. during bootstrapping, and . moving from feature to feature.
For the first case, initially the camera is foveated at an arbitrary point in the scene. The camera is then moved to foveate on the closest feature with respect to the current camera position in log polar space. For subsequent foveations, the second situation applies. This is the where to foveate next problem which is similar to the establishment of interest operator to be used in applications such as feature recognition and object recognition systems. In this paper, we only consider distance of the feature to the fovea when deciding where to foveate next. Other factors that can be used are strength of feature, type of feature, and the context.
In solving the where to foveate next problem, all the minima and maxima of connected sets of pixels are selected as interest points. Among these interest points, the closest interest point with respect to the fovea, detected in log polar space, is chosen as the best foveation point. Consider figure 3A , initially the camera is foveating at the image centre. This image is mapped into log polar space as shown in figure 3a . The closest interest point (point 1 in figure 3a) is chosen as the best foveation point to foveate on. The log polar image is then grabbed and the next closest interest point is calculated (point 2 in figure 3b ) which is then foveated on. The numbers 1 to 26 in figure 3a indicates the fovea.tion sequence. Figures 3a to 3z correspond to the foveation points (point 1 to point 26 in figure 3a ) detected in log polar space. The dotted lines in figure 3A indicates that the object is partly occluded. As the foveation point is moved, this part becomes visible and the camera is foveating on some points of the object when these points are detected as closest interest points. In addition, the next foveation point is indicated by F from figures 3c to 3z. Note that, the algorithm looking for the closest interest point will discard interest points that have already been visited. 
THE TRACKING SYSTEM
The first application in tracking that we have consider is proximity tracking which is concerned with tracking the closest object. Initially, the moving object is found in the periphery of the image, then the camera is moved to foveate on the object. The moving object is detected by computing the difference between the image of the scene with and without the object. Then the camera is moved to foveate on the moving object. As the object moves, the camera position is updated to keep foveated. This process of object motion and tracking iterates for as long as required. We use the open ioop stage in our foveation algorithm to track the moving object. Consider the example of a moving ball in a living room. For the trivial example of a clean background (constant intensity), the tracking process is successful. However, problems occur when the ball passes near other features because the tracking system gets confused. For example, consider figure 4a, the camera is currently foveating on the boundary of the ball at point F2 (after tracking). When the ball has moved a small distance, for the next track, point F3 will be nearer to F2 than point F4 and will be chosen as the feature point to track. Hence, the camera will foveate on F3 instead of F4 which is incorrect. We solved this problem by predicting the object motion, i.e. it is assumed the ball moves in the same direction and has the same velocity as for the previous move. For example, if the direction and magnitude we moved is F1F2, then we will move from F2 to F4 if the velocity and direction of the movement of the ball is constant.
We have tested the tracking system for hundreds of frames, and the tracking system produces good results.
The viewing angle is
We used realistic models of velocity and directions for the scenes and a 25 frames per second sampling rate. Figure 5 show some of a sequence of 200 frames generated by the tracking system. The foveation point is indicated by a " + " in all cartesian space images. Initially, the camera is foveating on an arbitrary point in the living room scene as shown in figure 5a . Figure 5b is the log polar mapping of figure Sa. Figure 5c shows the bootrappmg condition where the camera is foveated on the ball. Once the ball is foveated, the ball is moved to another location. The subsequent images (over 3 pages) show the tracking system tracking the ball. Three images are shown per frame. The first image in each frame indicates the living room scene in cartesian coordinates. The middle log polar image indicates the object after motion. The third image shows the ball after tracking using the open loop stage in log polar space. We only allows one iteration of open loop tracking since tracking does not required accurate foveation. Instead speed is more important so as to get near the object being tracked. Most of the pairs of lines in the closed loop image have a small foveation error (foveation deviation). This is apparent as accurate foveation will result in two horizontal lines at the fovea which is a form of feature invariance given the high resolution fovea. The problem that we described where the tracking system gets confused between background and object occurs from frame 15 to frame 20 and from frame 45 to 50 respectively. In these frames, the background (the fire place and the wall) objects come into play. By moving the ball in the same direction and magnitude as the previous move, we successfully track the ball. Figure 6 shows the ball trajectory (darker curve) in 2D. The ground truth (lighter line) is shown for comparison. It can be seen that the foveation deviation is small for constant intensity background (frames 55 to 100 and frames 130 to 155). More foveation deviation occurs for the following situations:
. Other features come into play (the ball occludes other objects: frames 15 to 20 and frames 45 to 50). . When the ball changes its direction (frames 105 to 115).
. When the ball is partially occluded by the furniture (185 to 200). Currently, we are able to track the ball for the above situations but not when the ball is totally occluded, i.e. the system does not contain any information about how to predict where the ball will appear too far in the future. Another difficulty is segmentation. Whenever we are not able to segment (differentiate) between the ball and the background (which may cause by lighting and object intensity), then the tracking system will fails.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the space variant structure of the log polar map is able to provide a high resolution fovea with a wide viewing angle. In cartesian space, high resolution viewing is only achievable by zooming which requires more mechanical operations and results in a small viewing angle. The importance of space variant structure can be seen from the tracking system. That is, the high resolution fovea has been used to extract information to track the moving ball while the periphery is used to detect motion.
We have presented the preliminary results for the tracking system. Issues that need addressing are the incorporation of Kalman filtering to aid prediction of motion, the issue of multiple object tracking and deciding which object should be tracked at any given point in time. It can depend on such factors as the size of the object, how fast an object is moving and the distance of the object from the fovea. [i] .saoMa'}Iadall L
